
EAGLE PASS Introduction
Introduction
The Eagle Pass Boulders are located west of Revelstoke, BC above the Trans-Canada Highway on the south flank of the 
aptly named Boulder Mountain. Development started in the summer of 2006 and over several years close to two hundred 
problems emerged from the moss. There are problems ranging in difficultyfrom V0 to V9 on schist type rock. While the 
landings aren’t quite as good as many of the other bouldering areas in Revelstoke, there are still plenty of quality problems 
with decent landings. Furthermore, the Eagle Pass Boulders are the first to emerge from the snow in the spring. The area is 
mostly developed, however there is still the potential for fresh problems in the upper portion of the talus field.

Directions
Leave Revelstoke and head west on the Trans-Canada Highway and zero your odometer at the traffic lights where Highway 
23S junctions with Highway 1. Drive for 6.8km and turn right onto the Eagle Pass FSR. Park about 30m down the Eagle Pass 
FSR in the large pullout. Walk up the deactivated logging road to access the various areas.



EAGLE PASS Introduction

Using This Guide

Grades
Although many problems in Revelstoke were established four or five years ago, most have not seen many ascents.  As as 
result consensus has not been reached regarding difficulty.  You may find some problems easy or hard for the grade, if so 
please leave a comment on the forum at www.revelstokebouldering.ca to let us know.  Hopefully grades will start to settle 
out as more climbers visit the area.  On the boulder pictures, problems are colour coded by difficultly as shown below.

Quality
Our guides use stars to denote quality of problem with zero being total garbage and three being classic.  Similar to the 
grading situation, these quality ratings need to settle out as problems receive traffic.  Drop a note on the forum if you think 
we’re way off anywhere.  

*** Awful *** Decent *** Very good *** Classic

Navigation
Each guide will have an overview map directly after the intro that shows the entire zones with parking and main trails, and 
breaks the boulders down into areas.  Each area within the whole zone will have a larger scale map showing the boulders 
in detail as well as problem numbers.  You can use the overview map to locate the area you want to climb in, then the area 
map to get to specific problems.  Once you’re at a problem, check the boulder picture and problem description to get a better 
idea which direction the problem goes in.  Almost every boulder has a picture, however there are a few that don’t. These are 
noted in the problem description and you’ll just have to find these using the maps alone.  

V0-V2 V3-V5 V6-V8 V9+ Project

Patrick O’Neill cruising the bottom of Lemmings Leap V6                       Photo: Rosetta Mitchell



EAGLE PASS Roadside Boulder

1) Maple V0  ***
Start sitting on the large rail on the far right hand side of the boulder. 
Climb up and left on large jugs to a easy lip turn onto the upper slab.

2) Tree V1 ***
Start as for Maple but traverse left along the obvious jugs to the left 
hand side of the boulder. Turn the lip on smaller crimps and continue 
up the slab to the top of the boulder.

3) Bellissimo V1 ***
Start sitting on a slopey rail at the base of the left hand arete. Follow the 
arete to the top on a variety on crimps and slopers.

4) Project
Start sitting at the base of the overhung arete with a left hand slopey rail 
and a marginal right hand sloper. Move up and right onto the face onto 
small crimpers. Continue up the center of the face on microcrimps to 
the apex of the boulder.

5) Suffer Fools Gladly V8 ***
Start as for #4 but head straight up the overhung prow using a
variety of marginal pinches. Gain the upper lip and traverse right
to an easy topout location.

6) Bavaria V6 ***
Start sitting at the centre of the short face on the downhill side of
the boulder on a slopey rail. Move up to the lip through a series
of slopey blocks. Traverse the lip left to the far arete and topout.

The Roadside Boulder is the first boulder visible on the 
left when walking up the Eagle Pass FSR. The boulder 
is composed of excellent rock and hosts several decent 
moderates. The gem of the area is Suffer Fools Gladly V8.
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EAGLE PASS Roadside Boulder
7) Straight Up V4 ***
Start as for Bavaria but topout straight up rather then traversing
the lip.

8) Unnamed V3 ***
Start sitting at the base of the arete and follow it up to the top.

9) Unnamed V6 ***
Start sitting on the right hand side of the face on small crimps
and traverse left. Finish up the centre of the boulder. A bit of a
contrived problem.

10) Tsunami V3 ***
Start sitting on a positive jug on the left hand arete. Make a long
move to the slopey block on the face and climb straight up to the
apex of the boulder.

Roadside
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EAGLE PASS Main Area Map

The majority of the climbing at Eagle Pass is located in the large lightly forested talus field of the Main Area.  This 
central cluster is broken down into nine smaller areas to make naivigation easier.  The main loop trail takes off up the 
cutbank from the old logging road just after leaving the plantation you park in and is marked by a large rock cairn.  



EAGLE PASS Warmups Area

The Warmups is the first area reached when hiking 
up the trail off the Eagle Pass FSR. The majority of 
the problems are V0 or V1, however there is a single 
V6 line. The gem of the area is the classic Swiss Miss 
V2. There is potential for several new highballs 
heading straight up from the start of Swiss Miss.

1) Gravedigger V1 ***
Start sitting on small crimps near the left hand side of the face. Make a 
long move up to the lip and follow the arete up to the top.

2) Epitaph V4 ***
Start as for Gravedigger but climb the face avoiding both aretes. A bit of 
an eliminant but climbs quite well.

3) Eulogy V4 ***
Start sitting at the base of the right hand arete on small crimps.
Follow the arete up to the top.

4) Project
Start sitting in the small cave with one hand in the small finger
slot and the other on the jug at the lip of the cave. Turn the lip
out of the cave and head straight up the highball face.

5) Project
Start as for #4 but traverse left on the lip on jugs. Turn
the lip about half way to the arete and head up the face to a roof
encounter. Pull through the roof and carry on to the top.

6) Swiss Miss V2 ***
Start as for #4 but continue along the lip on jugs to the far arete.
Finish up the far arete. This is a classic moderate jugfest.
FA: Manuela Arnold, ‘07.

7) The Big Easy V0 ***
Start crouching at the base of the prominent arete and head to
the top on a variety of holds.
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EAGLE PASS Warmups Area

8) Climbing School Face V0-  ***
The pocketed face, also the downclimb.

9) Near Miss V1 ***
Start sitting at the base of the left arete and climb up through a
small pocket to the large shelf. Mantle over the shelf and
continue up the arete to the top. 

10) Unnamed V3 ***
Start sitting at the back face of the boulder. Climb through the
slightly overhung face on small crimps.  Bad landing.

11) Two Step V0 ***
Start sitting at the base of the short face with both hands on a
positive rail. Move to the next rail and then the lip. Finish up with
an easy mantle.

12) Wham Bam V0 ***
Start sitting at the centre of the short, triangular boulder with both
hands on an incut rail. Fire to the jug at the lip of the boulder and
top out with ease.

13) Slash Face V6 ***
Start crouching with both hands on right facing, small gastons. 
Smear a terrible foot and bump out left to a better gaston. From
this position fire to the lip of the boulder and follow it up to the top.  
Much more awkward than it looks. 

14) Slap and Slide V0 ***
Start standing on the far right hand side of the boulder and follow
the lip left. Top out when at the far left hand side of the boulder.
A pleasant traverse problem.
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EAGLE PASS Cube Area

The Cube Area centres around the large cube boulder. 
The area is accessed by continuing up the trail past 
Slap & Slide. Walk for approximately 5 minutes to 
the east before the Cube boulder appears near the 
northwest corner of the recent cutblock. Highlights 
of the area are Cube Cracker V0 and Serotonin V3.

1) Geometry V3 ***
Start sitting with a low crimp for the left hand and a marginal
pinch for the right. Move up the slightly overhung face via a
series of crimps until a long move to the lip. Mantle over with ease
to finish up. This was quite a bit better of a line until a large rail
pulled off the centre of the face.

2) Right Angles V0 ***
Start sitting at the base of the short arete and move up through a
series of blocky rails to an easy topout.

3) Cube Cracker V0 ***
Start sitting at the base of the obvious crack running through the
centre of the face. This line is an excellent moderate problem
with an exciting topout. FA: Ryan Williams ‘06
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EAGLE PASS Cube Area
4) The Power of Three V2 ***
Start as for Cube Cracker but head right when the crack hooks
left. Get set up on two positive underlings in the small roof and
make a long move up to a good  crimp. Continue up the face to
a highball topout. FA: Nic Williams

5) Rubik V5 ***
Start sitting at the base of the prominent right hand arete in a
small roof. Make a couple of difficult moves on small crimps to
gain the low angle face and follow the arete up to the top.  The 
stand start is a fun V1 highball.

6) Serotonin V3 ***
Start sitting with both hands on a slopey rail on the left hand side
of the boulder. Trend up and right through a series of slopers to a
topout on the right hand side of the boulder. An excellent
dynamic line that climbs much better then it looks. FA: Ryan
Williams ‘06

7) Low Traverse V3 ***
Start sitting on the left side of the boulder on a large slopey rail.
Follow the low line of pockets across the boulder to large jugs on
the right side of the face. Mantle up onto the face and continue to
the top.

8) V2 ***
Start sitting at the centre of the face on a large pocket. Turn the
lip with some difficulty and climb the upper slab to an easy topout.

9) V1 ***
Start sitting on a large rail at the base of the right arete. Climb the
arete on positive jugs. Several variations are possible.

10) The Healing Process V1 ***
Sit start on the left side of the slaby face and head to the top on a
series of micro crimps.

11) Scab V2 ***
Start sitting on small crimps near the centre of the face. Rock up 
and make a couple of balancy moves up the slab to finish.

12) Undercling V4 ***
Start sitting with a low double undercling and rock up with some
difficulty. Throw to the slopey ledge on the left and continue up
on crimps to a desperate topout.

Traverse
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EAGLE PASS Overhang Area

The Overhang Area starts just past Undercling  
boulder in the Cube Area. Continue up the trail and 
the Overhang boulder will be straight ahead, and the 
Fin Boulder to the left. This area contains an excellent 
collection of mid level grades with the true gem of 
the area being the pumpy Fin V5. The lines on the 
Overhang Boulder and Heinous Crimps V5 are also 
worthwhile. This is one of the better areas at Eagle Pass.

1) Happy Thoughts V6 ***
Sit start on the left hand side of the slightly overhung face on two
small crimps. Move up through the overhung face on a series of
positive slots to a slopey rail just below the roof. Make a long
move through the roof to a triangular notch and then to the large
rail at the lip. FA: Ryan Williams

2) Dislocation V6 ***
Start sitting on the right hand side of the overhung face on a 
positive jug. Trend up and left on positive slots to the base of
the roof and make a long move up and left through the roof to a
good crimp at the lip. Turn the lip and finish up on the
balancey upper face. FA: Ryan Williams

3) The Overhang V3 ***
Start as for Dislocation but trend up and right to a long move
 through the lip. Mantle over the lip with some difficulty and
continue to the top. A bit of a sandbag. FA: Simon McPhedran

4) The Fin V5 ***
Start on the far left hand side of the boulder and traverse the
slopey lip to the right hand arete. A classic sloper traverse and
one of the best of its kind in Revelstoke. FA: John Maltais

5) Hangover V8 ***
Start under the boulder on a flexy rail and fire to the slopey lip. Mantle 
over with some difficulty. A one move wonder.
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EAGLE PASS Overhang Area

6) Shins V3 ***
Start sitting as far down as possible in the small cave. Follow the
obvious crack up and right. Make a long move to the upper lip
near the right hand side of the boulder and top out with ease.
FA: Nic Williams

7) V2 ***
Start crouching at the base of the arete. Slap up the arete and
then make a long move to the lip to top out.

8) Heinous Crimps V5 ***
Start sitting near the right hand side of the face with two small
crimps. Rock up and throw to a small right hand gaston. Move
your feet up with some difficulty and get into a marginal left hand
gaston. Continue up the face on micro crimps to an easy topout. FA 
Ryan Williams

9) Trigonometry V2 ***
Start sitting at the base of the left hand side of the boulder.
Follow the lip up to the prow of the boulder and mantle over.

10) Project 
Sit start on crimps at the centre of the face. Make a couple moves
up through the overhang on small crimps. Top out with ease.

11) V6 ***
Start sitting at the base of the overhung crack and follow it to the
top.

12) V5 ***
Start sitting at the centre of the overhung and work up the face
on a series of finger locks and crimps.

13) Short & Sweet V1 ***
Sit start on small crimps at the centre of the short face. Make a
couple moves to the top. (Not pictured).
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EAGLE PASS Outer Limit Area

To find the Outer Limit, continue up the indistinct 
trail from the Overhang Area past a huge boulder 
on the left. The first boulder visible in the area is 
Solo Mission. The area contains a wide range of 
grades with the best problem being Opposition V8. 
Cave Man V4 is quite unique and also worth a go.

1) Moss Lung V0 *** 
Start sitting at the base of the right arete and follow it to the top.

2) Mr Clean V1 ***
Start sitting at the centre of the face on a slopey rail. Climb
straight up on a variety of crimps to the top.

3) Solo Mission V2 ***
Start sitting at the base of the left arete and follow it to the top.

4) Adrenaline V2 ***
Start sitting on the right hand side of the boulder in a small cave
with both hands on a low jug. Trend up and left on positive holds
to a long move to the lip. A pleasant moderate.

5) Epinephrine V5 ***
Start sitting at the base of the cave on the left side of the boulder
with both hands on two micro crimps. Paste on a poor high foot
and throw to a slopey knob. Move past the knob to a positive rail
and then finish up.

6) Stack Em Up V0 ***
Climb the stacked boulders from a start on the lower one
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EAGLE PASS Outer Limit Area

7) Project
Start crouching on the right hand side of the boulder on a slopey
lip. Traverse left on micro crimps to the arete and follow it to the
top.

8) Grunter V6 ***
Start crouching at the base of the small roof with a left hand
crimp and a slopey pinch for the right on the arete. Slot in an
excellent toe hook and tap up the arete with the right. Roll over
the lip onto the slab and continue to the top. FA: John Maltais

9) Cave Man V4 ***
Start crouching in the low cave with your feet facing out and
hands on a slopey rail. Toe hook the monster rail through the lip
of the cave and then make a hand foot match. Do a crazy
campus/ 180° spin move to get both hands on the rail at the lip
and mantle up onto the face. Crimp up the face to a bit of a
desperate finish. FA: Ryan Williams

10) Opposition V8 ***
Start sitting at the base of the overhung face on two low,
opposing sidepulls and climb the face. An excellent crimping testpiece. 
FA: Ryan Williams, John Maltais ‘12
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EAGLE PASS Outer Limit Area

11) Back Breaker V3 ***
Climb the short perched boulder from a stand.

12) Confusion and Frustration V7 ***
Start on the slopey left arete and make a desperate stab to a
sharp pocket on the face. Match up on the adjacent sloper and
then continue up and right on crimps and pockets. Move to a
positive rail at mid height and then up to an easy topout. The problem 
has quite good movement but some of the pockets are sharp. FA: Ryan 
Williams

13) Tumbledown V3 ***
Start as for Confusion and Frustration but head straight up the arete 
after the opening moves. FA: Nic Williams Opposition
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EAGLE PASS Amphitheatre Area

The Amphitheatre Area encompasses much of the 
upper portion of the talus slope. There are a wide 
range of grades, and some of the best problems at 
Eagle Pass are present. The best of the area is the 
classic Prow V6 on the Hive boulder. The highball 
projects on the Big Crack boulder are also worth a try.

1) Crack of Doom V2 ***
Start as low as possible in the chasm on the left side of the face.
Climb up out of the hole on positive rails to a long move to the lip.

2) Hands in Your Pockets V1 ***
Start sitting with both hands in a prominent crack feature and
move up and left on large rails.

3) V3 ***
Start as for Hands in Your Pockets but head straight up avoiding
the large holds on the left.

4) V1 ***
Start sitting on the right hand side of the boulder and climb up on
positive holds.

5) Project
Start sitting at the back of the small cave on terrible slopey
underclings. Follow the break through the centre of the roof to a
tricky lip turn and then an easy slabby finish.

6) Project
Climb the obvious tall dihedral to a highball finish. The rock looks
a little flaky but should clean up with some work.

7) Project
Climb the highball face to what looks like the crux through a
small roof near the top of the line.
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EAGLE PASS Amphitheatre Area

8) Cricetidae V4 ***
Start sitting on the right hand side of the face with both hands on the 
obvious rail. Follow the rails right with poor feet to a tricky roll onto 
the arete. Follow the dirty arete to the top. A cool line that will be much 
better with further cleaning.

9) Mani’s Line V4 ***
Start crouching on the left side of the boulder in a small cave on two 
small crimps. Campus up to a jug and then move up the break to a 
sharp point. Make a long move over the lip to a positive crack and top 
out with ease. This is another line that will be quite good with some 
cleaning. FA: Manuela Arnold

10) V0 ***
Start sitting at the base of the short, dirty face and climb to the top.

11) 5 Year Plan V4 ***
Start on the left side  of the boulder under the slightly overhung face. 
Start sitting with a poor left hand and a sharp right undercling. Throw 
to a rail and move to the top of the boulder.

12) Hangnail V4 ***
Start sitting on the right side of the boulder in a small cave. Climb 
through the cave and up the face on small crimps. FA: Nic Williams

13) Toe Jam V6 ***
Start crouching in the small horizontal cave on the left side of the 
boulder with both hands on a large slopey jug in the roof of the cave. 
Kick both feet up into toe cams in the crack formed by the adjacent 
boulder on the left side of the roof. Move with the right hand to a 
positive crimp/pinch and then through the lip on small crimps. The 
boulder to the left is off once the toe cams are removed. Finish up on 
small crimps through the upper face. A pure start without using the toe 
cams may be possible but significantly harder. FA: Ryan Williams
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EAGLE PASS Amphitheatre Area

14) Selkirk Slopers V6 ***
Start sitting with both hands on the small rail under the lip of the  
boulder. Fire up the the lip and then traverse right on tenuous slopers. 
Roll over the lip on the right side of the boulder when a small crimp 
presents itself. FA: Ryan Williams

15) The Swarm V4 ***
Start standing on the left side of the boulder on a large rail. Head up 
and left through a notch in the roof on small crimps.

16) Colony Death Syndrome V3 ***
Start standing with both hands on the right side of the large rail. Trend 
up and left past a roof and finish up with an easy topout.

17) The Prow V6 ***
Start sitting at the base of the obvious overhanging arete on small 
crimps. Move up the arete through a series of long moves on crimps to 
the base of the roof. Make a throw out left through the roof and topout 
with ease. An excellent line the is the best of the area.
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EAGLE PASS Amphitheatre Area

18) Honeycomb V4 ***
Start sitting with both hands on the large rail to the right of The Prow. 
Climb up to the base of the roof and make a long move to the top.

19) V3 ***
Start sitting with a good pocket on the left side of the face. Work up the 
face on positive holds.

20) V3 ***
Start crouching near the centre of the face and climb up to a long
move to the lip.

21) V1 ***
Start sitting on the right side of the face. Climb up through
positive crimps to a good hold on the lip.

22) Leviathan Traverse V1 ***
Traverse the face from right to left on a variety of holds. Many
variations are possible

23) Project
Start with both hands on the huge crack splitting the boulder. Follow 
the crack up the the large break in the face and head straight up
 to the apex of the boulder. This looks like it could be an great highball. 
but will need a good clean.

24) Project
Start as for #23 but continue up the large crack to the top. This is also a 
nice looking line.

25) V0 ***
Start standing and follow the obvious crack to the top.
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EAGLE PASS Valley of Shadows Area

The Valley of Shadows area delineates the upper extent of the 
Eagle Pass Boulders. There are more boulders upslope but they 
are undeveloped and slopes start getting quite steep. The Valley 
of Shadows area consists of a small chasm on the backside of a 
huge slaby boulder upslope of the Amphitheartre area. The area is  
small but holds several excellent problems including the Shadows 
Traverse V6 which is one of the best traverses in Revelstoke.

1) Shark Tooth V2 ***
Start sitting at the base of the short overhung face with the right hand 
on the arete and the left on a positive crimp. Move up on decent crimps 
to an easy topout.

2) Shadows Traverse V6 ***
Start sitting on the left side of the boulder on the low rail. Make a long 
move up to the lip and traverse right on beautiful slopers. Turn the lip 
with difficulty at the prominent break cross cutting the lip. 

3) Shadows Direct V6  ***
Start sitting at the base of the overhung face directly below the topout 
of Shadows Traverse. Make a series of long moves between marginal 
crimps up the face to the lip and topout with some difficulty. Harder 
than it looks

4) Project
Start as for Shadows Traverse but continue right along the lip past the 
break. This will be by far the longest traverse in Revelstoke once done. 
The landing needs work and the lip is currently uncleaned, but this will 
definitely be a three star line, good luck!
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EAGLE PASS Westside Area

The Westside Area consists of a small collection of boulders 
dispersed around the backside of the gigantic BFR boulder. 
Approach from either Amphitheatre or the Warm Ups. The best 
problems of the area are Bat Slab V1 and The Last Immortal V8. There  
are a few nice looking projects remaining on the west face of BFR. 

1) Emergency Response V2 ***
Start sitting at the base of the left arete and move up the face on crimps. 
Mantle over the lip and finish up on the easy slab.

2) First Aid V1 ***
Start sitting near the centre of the boulder in a small hole. Follow a 
series of positive crimps up a broad dihedral to the top.

3) Bat Slab V1 ***
Climb the centre of  the slab from a stand. The climb is named after a 
bat discovered under the initial flake during the first ascent. 

4) V0 ***
Start standing and follow the right arete to the top.

5) V4 ***
Start sitting underneath the short prow and climb it up to a good 
horizontal crack to mantle on. 

6) Sideways V1 ***
Start sitting in the small cave and move right through slopey
sidepulls. Gain the lip of the cave and mantle over onto the face to an 
easy finish.
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EAGLE PASS Westside Area

7) Breaking Point V4 ***
Start sitting with both hands in a decent pocket. Move right to a finger 
crack and throw to a slopey jug. Move to the upper lip and finish up 
with a difficult mantle. 

8) Kawabunga V1 ***
Start sitting with both hands on a positive rail. Follow a series of
positive rails to the top.

9) V6 ***
Start sitting with both hands on a sidepull flake. Follow the flake
up to the lip. (Not pictured).

10) The Last Immortal V11 ***
Start sitting on small crimps near the back of the large cave. Move 
through the roof with some trickery to a left leading rail. Follow crimps 
up the rail to a long throw to the lip. One of the steeper lines at Eagle 
pass and probably Revelstoke’s first double digit. FA: Marek Gomolka, 
`12

11) Solstice V6 ***
Start sitting on the right arete of the cave. Make a couple moves up the 
arete and then cut left into The Last Immortal.

12) Skinny Fingers V5 ***
This is an eliminate, the upper lip of the boulder is out until the topout. 
Start sitting with both hands on  a positive jug on the right side of  the 
block. Traverse right following a series of small slots to the left arete 
and follow it to the top.
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EAGLE PASS Fantasy Area

The Fantasy Area is located at low side of the BFR 
boulder and is home to some of the best hard lines 
at Eagle Pass.  Zambia V8 should not be missed, 
and the dynos on the BFR boulder are good fun. 

1) Lemming’s Leap V6 ***
Start sitting on the left side of the cave on opposing slopers. Head up 
the overhung arete to the base of the roof. Make a long dyno to the lip. 
FA: John Maltais

2) Guano V6 ***
Start as for Lemming’s Leap but traverse right along the base of the roof 
on small crimps. Gain the break on the right side of the cave and follow 
it up to a dyno to the lip. FA: John Maltais

3) Indecent Exposure V3 ***
Start sitting at the base of the break on the right side of the cave. Follow 
the break up to the same finish as Guano. FA: John Mailtais

4) Mondolo V8 ***
Start sitting on poor crimps at the base of the overhung face. Work up 
on off camber sloper to the apex of the boulder. The rock is a bit grainy 
but should clean up ok with some more traffic. FA: John Maltais

5) Gondolo Direct V6 ***
Start sitting in the small cave with both hands on a positive undercling. 
Throw to the large rail and then trend left onto the prow of the boulder. 
Follow the prow to a slopey topout.
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EAGLE PASS Fantasy Area

7) Warm Me Up V0 ***
Start standing on either side of the boulder and traverse the positive lip.

8) Squeeze V1 ***
Start standing at the centre of the left leaning face. Head up on 
awkward sidepulls to an easy topout.

9) You Love It V2 ***
Start sitting with both hands on the low, thin rail. Move up through a 
series of positive crimps to an easy topout.

10) Zambia V9/10 ***
Start sitting under the overhung face matched on a low juggy sidepull. 
Move left up to another sidepull, then plant a high right foot and rock 
up to a thin crack. Make a long move to the crimp in the roof and then 
head to the top with difficulty. The stand start one move in goes at V8. 
A Revelstoke classic! FA: Ben Harden ‘12 (Stand John Maltais ‘12)

11) Ant Lion V8 ***
Start as for #10 but stay low and climb right, then up on better crimps 
to rejoin Zambia. FA: Marek Golmolka and John Maltais

11) Rush V6 ***
Start sitting on the right side of the boulder with both hands on a 
blocky jug. Move left through a series of positive holds on the bulge 
then up to a technical finish. FA: John Maltais
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6) Gondolo V5 ***
Start as for Gondolo Direct but trend right off the large rail through 
a series of positive holds. The stand start to this line is V3. FA: John 
Maltais



EAGLE PASS Centralia Area

The Centralia Area sprawls across the centre of the 
Eagle Pass Boulders encompassing a number of 
scattered problems. There is no real trail leading 
through the area and typically problems are best 
reached by approaching from the surrounding areas. 
Two problems tend to really jump out as being 
worthwhile sends: Return to Balance V6 and Suicide 
Slab V5. Patience Traverse V4 is also an excellent line.

1) Patience Traverse V4 ***
Start crouching on the left side of the slopey lip. Traverse right on 
perfect slopers to a powerful topout at the apex of the boulder.

2) Cornerstone V3 ***
Start sitting at the base of the left arete and move up to a slopey topout.

3) Self Serve V4 ***
Start standing on either side of the slopey lip and traverse it from one 
side to the other to top out on either #2 or #4. 

4) Full Serve V7 ***
Start sitting on the low slopey rail on the right side of the boulder. 
Make a huge move to the lip and top out. A one move wonder.

5) The OC V2 ***
Start sitting on a positive rail over top of a large hole. Move up and 
right on positive holds to the top.

6) V2 ***
Start sitting in the small cave to the right of The OC. Climb up the 
technical face to the right of the prominent arete.
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EAGLE PASS Centralia Area

7) Project 
Climb the slaby face on the left side of the boulder.

8) Project 
Climb the slaby face near the centre of the boulder.

9) Suicide Slab V5 ***
Start standing on thin crimps in the small cave on the right side of 
the boulder. Turn the lip and continue up the highball slab to the top. 
There’s a commiting slab move near the top.

10) Return to Balance V6 ***
Start crouching on small crimps in the overhung face. Throw right to 
the arete and work up the arete to a tricky roll onto the face. Finish up 
with ease. FA: Nic Williams

11) The Sharp Edge ***
Start sitting on the right side of the slopey and traverse left to the apex 
of the boulder.
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EAGLE PASS Centralia Area

12) Hucktuey V5 ***
Start sitting near the right arete and make a long move to the lip.

13) Full House V6 ***
Start sitting near the centre of the face and climb straight up.

14) High Ex-poo-sure V1 ***
Start sitting on good crimps near the left side of the boulder and
move straight up.

15) Self Help V1 ***
Start sitting on the right side of the boulder and head up the slight
arete on positive holds.

16) Spine Breaker Traverse V3 ***
Start as for Self Help but continue left along the obvious lip and finish 
easily up the prow.

17) Full Blast V2 ***
Start standing with both hands in the large crack on the left side
of the boulder. Follow the crack right to an easy finish up the
prominent prow.

18) Smegolator V3 ***
Start sitting low in the left cave on good incuts and throw to a
positive rail. Top out as for Full Blast.

19) Span V0 ***
Start sitting low spanning the detached block. Slap up the block
to a wide finish.

20) Cool Traverse V4 ***
Start sitting on the arete and traverse right on slopers. Finish up
on the centre of the highball face.

21) V3 ***
Start crouching on positive crimps on the left face and head up
on small crimps.
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EAGLE PASS Behemoth Area

This area is located below the Eagle Pass FSR. To 
access the Behemoth Area continue on the logging 
road past the trail to the main area for about 30m. 
Follow the obvious trail on the left down to the 
Behemoth boulder. If you want to go directly to the 
Behemoth boulder from the car, park in the pull 
out on the left side of the Trans-Canada Highway  
approximately 700m past the Eagle Pass FSR turnoff. 
From here walk 200m east (back towards Revelstoke) 
along the highway and head up into the forest. You 
should be able to see the boulder almost immediately.

1) Behemoth Traverse V4 ***
Start standing on the left side of the boulder and traverse the lower face 
until you reach a large hemlock tree blocking any further climbing. 
This is an excellent long traverse.  A good variation of the same grade is 
to reverse the direction and finish up #2.  FA: Ryan Williams

2) V1 ***
Start sitting at the base of the short face and climb straight up to a 
tricky finish.

3) Ben’s Line V1 ***
Start sitting on positive holds and climb up the tall face to a cruxy 
move right at the top. Finish up with an easy top out.  Your first 
highball? FA: Ben Parsons

4) V3 ***
Start standing to the right of #3 and climb up the highball face on a mix 
of pockets and crimps.  Awesome face climbing with a tenuous move 
near the top. 

5) V3 ***
Start standing to the right of #4 and head up the highball face.

6) Darwinism V7 ***
Start sitting on the left side of the obvious cave matched on a jug. Make 
a long move to a positive crimp at the lip of the cave, pull over the lip 
(crux), and climb up the right facing corner. As the corner fades out, 
trend right onto the face on a line of slopey pockets. Head straight up 
near the center of the face to a tricky move well into the no fall zone. 
Finish up with an easy top out. Take this route very seriously, although 
the crux move is near the bottom there is a balancey move right near 
the top where a fall would have serious consequences. There are bolts at 
the top allowing practice on top rope.Behemoth
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EAGLE PASS Behemoth Area

8) Belly of the Beast V7 ***
Start as for Darwinism but traverse right off the start at the base of the 
large roof. Continue right to the large jug on the right arete and step 
off. FA: Ryan Williams

9) Project
Start sitting on small crimps near the centre of the roof and head 
straight up through the roof on marginal holds. Gain the lip and finish 
as for #7.

7) Survival of the Fittest V7 ***
Use the same start as #6, however after pulling through the cave follow 
a line of holds right into the arete. Slap up the arete to a jug and either 
drop off here or head to the top. If you decide to continue, head up the 
balancey arete on mediocre holds to an easy top out. As with #6, take 
this route very seriously. Any falls past the drop off jug on the arête 
could be quite bad. There are bolts at the top allowing practice on top 
rope.
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EAGLE PASS Perfects Area

The Perfects are a collection of small blocks in one 
of the recent cutblocks upslope of the Eagle Pass 
FSR. To reach the area continue along the FSR from 
the main area for about 5 minutes and the boulders 
will be clearly visible on the right. None of the 
problems in the area are particularly outstanding 
but are worth a go if you are looking for moderates.

1) V2 ***
Start sitting in the low hueco and climb up the left arete.

2) V1 ***
Start sitting on the positive rail near the centre of the face. Head 
straight up on good crimps.

3) V2 ***
Start as for #2 but trend right off the opening sequence.

4) V2 ***
Start sitting and climb the right arete.

5) The Nose V3 ***
Start sitting at the base of the short arete on the back of the boulder and 
make a couple moves to the top.

6) Project
Start sitting at the base of the overhung face on marginal holds.  
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EAGLE PASS Brave New World Area

The Brave New World Area is located at the western extent 
of the Eagle Pass Boulders in a large patch of talus just 
upslope of the highway. The area is accessed by parking 
in the first turnout west of the Eagle Pass FSR junction 
with the highway and walking west along the highway 
for about 300m. The boulder is clearly visible from the 
road, and there is a faint brushed trail leading up an 
old skid road.  The area is quite small but hosts several 
excellent problems including Brave New World V6.

1) V2 ***
Start sitting on the right side of the overhung face in the steep cave on 
a good low rail. Throw to the right arete and then follow the cool lip 
pinch to the top.  You can step off on the adjacent boulder when it feels 
appropriate as it gets a bit awkward following the lip all the way to the 
top. 

2) Brave New World V6 ***
Start as for #1 but traverse left through the cave along a slopey rail. 
Head up through a series of slopey blocks to a tricky mantle through 
the upper lip. FA: Nic Williams, ‘12.

3) Project
Start crouching at the base of the overhung arete with a slopey left 
hand pinch and a small right crimp. Slap on the arete to a tricky lip 
encounter. This will be a classic line when it goes down.

4) Project
Start standing at the base of the tall face and head straight up on
a series of small crimps to a highball finish. Should be a classic
line.

5) V3 ***Start standing at the base of the left leaning seam. Follow the
seam to the top of the boulder.

6) V2 ***Start standing and climb the left arete on a series of positive jugs.  There 
are old studs on this line but it’s a pretty reasonable height for modern 
bouldering standards. 
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